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Dreams: Interpretations- Hidden Meanings- Symbols

The Cider Insider: The Essential Guide to 100 Craft Ciders
to Drink Now

Alison Davies
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Hardcover | $50.00
Cooking
May 21, 2019
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Dreams are a window into our subconscious. For
over two hours each night, every single person on earth
dreams. It's a universal language we share and with this
book learn how to interpret these elaborate images that run
through your head every night. From flying high to spitting
teeth, or being caught naked at the front of the classroom,
Dreams is the ultimate guide to decoding your night time
... [more]
adventures and unlocking the secrets of your
mind.Beginning with a brief history of dreams and why we
have them, the book then explores and deciphers the
common Publishing
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themes and
c/osubjects
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fill our sleepy heads.
Oftenpages
with complex meanings, dreams can reveal a lot
144
about what we are feeling. By understanding them better
you can become better connected with yourself – improving
your daytime through your night time.Discover the secrets of
the stories in your sleep and be an expert of understanding
your dreams.

Susanna Forbes
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Hardcover | $28.99
Cooking
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Black Sea: Dispatches and Recipes, Through Darkness
and Light

The Burger Book: Banging Burgers, Buns and Sauces to
Cook On or Off the BBQ

Caroline Eden

Christian Stevenson

This is the tale of a journey between three great
cities –Â Â Odessa,built on a dream by Catherine the Great,
through Istanbul, the fulcrum balancing Europe and Asia
and on to tough, stoic, lyrical Trabzon.With a nose for a
good recipe and an ear for an extraordinary story, Caroline
Eden travels from Odessa to Bessarabia, Romania,
Bulgaria, and Turkey's Black Sea region, exploring
... [more]
interconnecting culinarycultures. From the Jewish table of
Odessa, to meeting the last fisherwoman of Bulgaria and
charting the legacies of the White Russian émigrés in
Istanbul, Caroline
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gives
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unique insight into a part
of
world that is both shaded by darkness and
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pages
illuminated
by
light.Meticulously
researched
and
documenting unprecedented meetings with remarkable
individuals, Black Sea is like no other piece of travelwriting.
Packed with rich photography and sumptuous food, this
biography
of a region,
its people
and
its recipes
truly breaks
The Ultimate
Wood-Fired
Oven
Cookbook
: Recipes,
new
Tipsground.
and Tricks that Make the Most of Your Outdoor Oven

This is the definitive burger book. The only
burger book you'll ever need. The only burger book you'll
ever want! And it's not just beef burgers –Â this book is
packed with burger recipes covering options for fish,
chicken, veggie, vegan, pork, and lamb. It has buns. It has
sauces. It has sides.It has all the delicious BBQ flavors and
madcap shenanigans that you've come to expect from DJ
... [more]
BBQ and his crew. So whether you want a classic, 10inch,
lockjaw beef burger, or fancy trying a smoked haddock
burger, beet burger, or gravy burger (yes, the burgers are
soaked inPublishing
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gravy!), this
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the book
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for you.Learn to cook
these
burgers like a pro, whether on the BBQ or back
160 pages
indoors, and understand the art of assembling the ultimate
bun-wrapped feast.
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Sour: More Than Mere Taste: the Magical Element
that Transforms Your Cooking

Genevieve Taylor
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Cooking
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Mark Diacono

The Ultimate Wood-Fired Oven Cookbook tells
you everything you need to know about your oven, from
initial setting upÂ to choice of woods, plus tips and tricks
for perfecting cooking times, and of course, over
70Â amazing recipes.Â Most people start with authentic
pizza and flatbreads cooked at high temperature, and
Genevieve Taylor talks you step-by-step through the
... [more]
foolproof way to achieve the world's best-tasting wood-fired
pizza. But these ovens are infinitely more versatile, and
she goes on to show how you can roast and grill, then
bake as the
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and ultimately use the
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embers to slow-roast or simply leave to cook
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overnight.With The Ultimate Wood-Fired Oven Cookbook,
you'll master both the equipment and your cooking, getting
the best out of your oven and your fuel, and enjoying the
most delectable, memorable food you've ever eaten..
Leaf: Lettuce, Greens, Herbs, Weeds - 120 Recipes that
Celebrate Varied, Versatile Leaves

SourÂ is the definitive book on this unique
taste. From cheese to vinegar, throughout the
centuries we have deliberately let – and even
encouraged – food to go sour to enhance its flavor.
Sour foods have never been more fashionable, with
the spotlight falling on foodstuffs as disparate as
9781787132269
Belgian sour beer and Korean kimchi. But what is it
Hardcover | $50.00
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that makes sourness such an enticing, complex
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element of the eating experience? And what are the
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best ways to harness sour flavors in your own
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kitchen? Mark
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world,
and explore why everyone's extolling the
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virtues of kombucha and fermenting for their
digestive health. By grappling with gooseberries and
turning his hand to sourdough, experimenting with
ultra-cool shrub cocktails, and making his own
yogurt, keffir and pickles, Mark tells the story of what
Baskets
makes things sour, and offers recipes that maximise
the transformative power of this amazing taste.
Tabara N'Diaye

Catherine Phipps
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Cider is big news. Just as with craft beer and
artisan gin, there's a world of new brands and styles for the
drinker to discover – but where to start?In The Cider
Insider, award-winning drinks writer Susanna Forbes has
hand-picked 100 great ciders that are worth seeking out and
drinking now. She offers a complete, accessible guide to the
very best on the market, from single-varietals to vintage
... [more]
ciders and pear cider (perry, the ancient 'new kid on the
block'), and even ice ciders. The greatest cider-makers
have honed their skills to a fine art – from Spain to Oregon,
the world's
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top ciders
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are now Books
being appreciated as a
versatile
224
pagesdrink akin to the finest wines. Indeed, cider's
complex flavor profiles make it especially suited for drinking
with a meal, and Susanna suggests food matches for each
variety.

Leaf is a celebration of edible leaves in all their
versatility. Purely in terms of flavor they offer immense
variety - bitterness, pungency, pepper, citrus, sweetness.
And visually leaves are a riot of color and texture - from the
palest shades of white and yellow, through to the deepest,
darkest greens, via rich purples, reds and pinks. Leaves can
be tightly furled torpedoes or bullets, floppy with a peony
... [more]
blowsiness, spiky, crinkly, curly, delicate, and feathery. They
range from the tiniest of microherb to huge elephant ears, a
meal in a leaf. From lettuce and herbs, through cabbages
and evenPublishing
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tea, Catherine
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PhippsBooks
explores the world of
culinary
256 pagesleaves through meticulous research, evocative
writing and foolproof recipes. With recipes taking in soups,
salads, brunches, starters, mains, desserts, baking,
preserves, and drinks, this is the complete, definitive book
of cooking with leaves of all kinds.
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Raincoast Books

Baskets are a simple but stylish way to organize
your home. The craft of basketry has been around for
decades, and has slowly evolved into the latest interior
trend. These hard-working multitaskers are not only a
practical storage option, but they are also decorative and
instantly add texture and warmth to any room. Handled,
woven, lined, colored, patterned, lidded – there are so
... [more]
many options when it comes to choosing the baskets you
display in your home that fits your needs and your
decorating style. Baskets will teach you how to master the
art of basketry
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to add pattern and colour to your woven wonders are
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you create a colourful collection of storage of your own.
The projects include laundry baskets, baskets with lids,
basket bags and backpacks, a gorgeous woven
lampshade and a stylish collection of patterned tableware.
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